Is deep learning better than kernel regression for functional connectivity prediction of fluid intelligence?
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Abstract—In recent years, deep learning has transformed the field of machine learning. In the field of neuroimaging, there are increasing interests in adopting deep learning techniques. However, deep neural networks (DNNs) usually need large quantity of data to perform well, which is often lacking in neuroimaging. In this work, we evaluated three different DNNs (fully-connected neural network, BrainNetCNN [1], and graph convolutional neural network [2]) for functional connectivity (FC)-based prediction of fluid intelligence using the Human Connectome Project. These DNNs were compared with kernel regression, a classical machine learning algorithm. Our results suggested that the DNNs did not outperform kernel regression. However, we do not preclude the possibility that with more participants or different FC features, DNNs might eventually outperform their classical counterpart.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNN) have been used to achieve many state-of-the-art results in multiple areas in machine learning [3], [4]. Therefore, there has been a significant interest in applying DNNs to neuroimaging. For example, DNNs have been used for image classification and segmentation. Various types of DNNs are used to predict disorder using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) input [5]. Convolutional neural network (CNN), a type of DNN, is widely used to perform lesion/tumor detection and segmentation tasks [6], [7]. DNN is also applied to image construction/enhancement, for example, researchers are using DNNs to perform imaging modality conversion [8], [9].

However, training DNN from scratch usually requires large scale dataset, e.g. ImageNet [3] (14 million images). This amount of data is lacking in neuroimaging today. Therefore, we hypothesize that in certain neuroimaging applications, deep learning might not necessarily outperform classical machine learning approaches. In this work, we compare DNN approaches and classical machine learning for functional connectivity (FC)-based behavioral prediction.

Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) functional connectivity reflects the synchrony of fMRI signals between brain regions [10], [11]. Functional connectivity is often defined as the Pearson correlation coefficients between time courses of two regions. Given a parcellation scheme, one can define a FC matrix by computing the correlations between all pairs of parcels. The FC matrix is able to act as an identifying fingerprint of different person and can be also used to predict some fundamental cognitive traits, such as fluid intelligence [12], [13]. Since fluid intelligence reflects inherent cognitive ability, there is great interest in analyzing its brain basis.

Here, we compare three established DNNs with the classical machine learning algorithm, kernel regression to predict fluid intelligence using FC. Two of the DNN approaches were proposed for neuroimaging applications, and have previously served to predict infant age, neurodevelopmental outcome [1] and disease status [2]. We apply these algorithms to the Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset [14] to predict fluid intelligence. Experiments suggest that, in this context, the DNNs do not outperform the classical machine learning algorithm.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we explain the FC-based behavioral prediction setup and the various algorithms that we compared in a systematic fashion.

A. Basic setup

We assumed that there are Mtotal subjects in a dataset. Each subject i has a N × N FC matrix xi, as well as fluid intelligence yi. The goal was to predict fluid intelligence using the FC matrix. We compared four algorithms, including three DNNs and one classical machine learning algorithm. The performance was evaluated by the correlation between the predicted and the real fluid intelligence measure across subjects.

B. Dataset and data preprocessing

For input data, we considered rs-fMRI data from 954 HCP subjects [15]. The fMRI data were first cleaned by ICA-FIX [15]. Then, we applied motion censoring (volumes with FD>0.2mm or DVARs>75) and global signal regression to the denoised data. Finally, FC was computed among 400 cortical [16] and 19 subcortical ROIs, resulting in a 419 x 419 FC matrix per subject, which is the input data.
The output data is the fluid intelligence measure, represented by PMAT24 A. CR [17] (Penn Progressive Matrices: number of correct responses) in HCP dataset.

C. Cross-validation procedure

We performed 20-fold cross-validation. The fold split respected the family structure of subjects. Subjects from the same family were kept in same fold. Each model was trained on the 19 data splits and used to predict behavior on the subjects in the test split. We regressed out age, gender and motion from the test split. We regressed out age, gender and motion from the 19 data splits and used to predict behavior on the subjects in the next section for the different algorithms.

D. Corrected resampled t-test

In order to compare the cross-validation performance of these algorithms, we performed corrected resampled t-test for 20-fold cross-validation [18]. This t-test is performed on the correlation results of 20 test data splits. This t-test corrects the variance of 20-fold cross-validation, because the sample variance across folds underestimates the true variance.

III. METHODS

A. Kernel Regression

Kernel regression [19], [20] is a classical machine learning algorithm which can capture higher-order non-linear structure. Kernel regression can be utilized to predict fluid intelligence measure $y$ with kernel matrix $K(·, ·)$. Motivated by [12], the i-th row, j-th column of $K$ is defined to be the correlation between the vectorized FC matrix of the i-th and j-th subject. The fluid intelligence measure $y_i$ of subject $i$ can be represented as $y_i = h(c_i) + e_i$, where $e_i$ is a noise term, and $h(c_i)$ is a nonparametric function of vectorized FC $c_i$. $h(c_i)$ can be expressed as $h(c_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} a_j K(c_i, c_j)$, where $a$ is an unknown weight and $M$ is the total number of training subjects. In order to estimate $a$, we maximize the penalized likelihood function:

$$f(h) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{M} (y_i - h(c_i))^2 - \frac{1}{2} \lambda ||a||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\lambda$ is a hyperparameter which controls the $l_2$ regularization term. Equation (1) can also be written as:

$$a = \arg \min_{a} \frac{1}{2} (y - Ha)^T(y - Ha) + \frac{1}{2} \lambda^THa. \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $a = [a_1, a_2, ..., a_M]^T$, $y = [y_1, y_2, ..., y_M]^T$, and $H$ is the $M \times M$ training subjects FC similarity. A wide range of $\lambda$ were tested in the inner-loop cross-validation, and the $\lambda$ with best performance was applied to the test fold. With the optimized $a$ and $\lambda$, the behavior measure $y_\alpha$ of subject $x$ can be estimated by $h(c_\alpha)$. For a detailed explanation, please refer to [20].

B. Fully-connected Neural Network (FNN)

Fully-connected Neural Network (FNN) [21] or multilayer perceptron is a class of feedforward neural network. This architecture takes vector as input and output. FNN consists of several layers of neurons (nodes). All the nodes of each layer are connected to the all the nodes of the next and previous layer except the input and output layer, which is only connected to the inner layer of the network. For all the intermediate layers, every node has a nonlinear activation function, like ReLU ($f(x) = \max(0, x)$).

In this work, it takes in vectorized FC as input and outputs fluid intelligence measure. The number of layers, number of nodes in layers, rate of dropout, types of activation, regularization and optimizer have been tuned during hyperparameter tuning for inner-loop cross-validation.

C. BrainNetCNN

BrainNetCNN [1] is a specially designed CNN for FC. The structure of BrainNetCNN is shown in Fig. 1. BrainNetCNN takes in original 2D FC matrix directly as input. This network has been used to predict infant age and neurodevelopmental outcome [1]. Convolution operation is performed on rows and columns instead of patches of FC matrix. BrainNetCNN has 3 different types of special designed layers, Edge-to-Edge (E2E) layer, Edge-to-Node (E2N) layer, and Node-to-Graph (N2G) layer. E2E layer convolves on the entire i-th row and j-th column for each nodes $n$. Intuitively, it is a summation of 1D convolution on row and column. Since the i-th row or column elements in FC matrix are the correlations between i-th ROI and all ROIs in brain, the E2E layer convolves all the FC correlation related to ROI $i$ and $j$. E2N layer performs the same convolution only on the diagonal nodes $n$. N2G layer is just a fully connected layer. A normal fully-connected (linear) layer is at the end of the BrainNetCNN.

In this work, we used FC matrix directly as input to predict fluid intelligence. In cross-validation process, we tuned the filters number in E2E, E2N and N2G layers, rate of dropout, types of activation, regularization and optimizer in inner-loop cross-validation.
Graph Convolution Neural Network (GCNN)

Graph Convolution Neural Network (GCNN) [2] is a special CNN based on graph convolution, and its core layer is called graph convolutional layer. GCNN takes in vectorized FC of all subjects as input at same time. Since every layer actually incorporates a graph with subject as vertex (node), the vectorized FC of each subject is passed to each node respectively. The graph edges are determined by the correlation between subjects’ FC and are filtered by a tuned threshold. The convolution in the graph convolutional layer can be seen as a graph spectral filter based on estimated graph Laplacian. Moreover, GCNN does not have max-pooling layer, since each node represent different subject. For detail explanation, please check [2].

GCNN has been used to predict disease status of autism and Alzheimer’s disease [2]. In this work, we are using vectorized FC to predict fluid intelligence. During cross-validation process, we tuned many hyperparameters, including graph setup, method of graph Laplacian estimation, numbers of graph convolutional layer, numbers of filters of graph convolutional layer, and regularization.

IV. RESULTS

We compared the three deep neural networks, FNN, BrainNetCNN, and GCNN, against the kernel regression in the fluid intelligence prediction of HCP dataset.

A. Deep neural network implementation

Based on the Github code provided by [1], [22], we implement three DNNs with Keras [23] framework on NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU using CUDA. Our implementation successfully reproduced the results on the datasets provided in their Github. Then, we carefully tuned three DNNs and kernel regression with 20-fold cross-validation. Here are the details on our implementation and final architecture.

• For all three DNNs, the fluid intelligence data is z-normalized. We used mean squared error (MSE) as loss function and Adam [24] as optimizer.
• FNN consists of 4 fully-connected layers with 256, 96, 32 and 1 nodes. FNN has dropout of 0.6 and L2 regularization of 0.02.
• BrainNetCNN consists of 4 layers: E2E layer with 16 filters, E2N layer with 64 filters, N2G layer with 30 filters, and fully connected layer with 1 node. A dropout of 0.5 is added between E2N and N2G layer. The activation is using LeakyReLU [25] with 0.33 alpha.
• GCNN consists of 2 graph convolutional layers with numbers of nodes of 16 and 1. Dropout rate of 0.3 and a L2 regularization of 5e-4 are used in the GCNN. The following types of edges are kept for graph construction: 1) edges with top 5% correlation 2) top 5 correlation edges for each vertex. The graph convolution filter is estimated by Chebyshev polynomial of degree 8.

B. Fluid intelligence prediction

The results of FC-based fluid intelligence prediction are shown in Fig. 3, including the cross-validation correlation and standard error for each model. We found that both specially designed neural networks, BrainNetCNN and GCNN, did not outperform the kernel connected layer with 1 node. A dropout of 0.5 is added between E2N and N2G layer. The activation is using LeakyReLU [25] with 0.33 alpha.

Fig. 3. 20-fold cross-validation accuracy (correlation) of three DNNs and kernel regression on HCP dataset FC-based fluid intelligence prediction. The error bar represents standard error.
regression. Only FNN, a classical neural network, has shown nominally higher correlation than the kernel regression. However, there is no statistical difference (p = 0.1050, corrected resampled t-test) between the performance of kernel regression and FNN. In summary, no DNNs outperformed kernel regression.

For DNNs, two DNNs, BrainNetCNN and GCNN, were developed and designed specifically for neuroimaging data, i.e., to exploit the structure of a FC matrix or information from whole population. However, a generic FNN has the highest correlation in our experiment. BrainNetCNN has a comparable performance compared to kernel regression and FNN, while GCNN does not perform very well in our experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we tested three DNNs against classical machine learning that can capture higher-order non-linear structure in FC-based fluid intelligence prediction. In our experiments, DNNs and kernel regression yielded similar performance except GCNN when predicting fluid intelligence from FC for HCP dataset. Given the well-known difficulties in tuning DNNs, it is possible that better tuning could yield better performance for the DNNs. However, our results are consistent with the broader deep learning literature that large quantity of data are necessary for deep learning to be more effective than classical machine learning techniques.

Future work will focus on the comparison of classical machine learning and deep learning algorithms on more behavior measures and dataset with larger population, including finding a population threshold that deep learning requires to outperform classical machine learning algorithm.
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